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range of RAID levels, extensive S.M.A.R.T. and error detection, S2GRAB can correct SATA read or
write errors before they cause loss of data or drive damage. The robust design is based on our

patented One-Pass System (OPS). Instead of scanning the drive everytime S2GRAB collects
information, it stores it in a database on the hard drive. The resulting S2GRAB run takes only a

fraction of the time of a regular scan. Moreover, S2GRAB is designed to operate in conjunction with
other hard drive utilities, such as eDrive6, Disk Defragmenter, Fast System Scan (F.S.S.), or

Benchmark Tools, to improve the effectiveness of the overall analysis process. The built-in GUI allows
to easily configure basic disk and volume settings, as well as to customize the behavior of S2GRAB.

What is new in this release: * Fixed a problem that resulted in an inaccurate SMART report when
S2GRAB was run on SSD drives that support iSCSI. S2GRAB will now report on the NTFS metadata, as

long as it is present. * Improved the quality of the numerical output. * Added support for volume
keys (Power, Delete, etc) in GUI (Vist). * Fixed a problem with the installation of Nvidia GTX card and
the driver needed to work with it. * Added more verbose error messages when a sector is damaged

(but not inconsistent) with the OS. * Improved the reliability of the OSD. * Various small
enhancements and bug fixes. * Changed the eDrive6 path where the information from S2GRAB is

stored. * Added a key for the S2GRAB database to eDrive6. * Changed SMART parameters not to be
checked if there is no HDD present, but allow to check the disk as a Virtual Hard Drive. * Fixed a

problem with the use of Windows 10 Intel Chipset. * Removed additional steps from the installation
and installation was successful even if s2gract cannot be started. * Added an option to store

information in S2GRAB in an encrypted file instead of the standard database. * Added an option to
run the SMART Self-Test. 6d1f23a050
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